Computing Challenge!
Draw a square on piece of paper and draw on randomly placed obstacles.

Think about the quest you are going on to reach the other side!

Write an adventure story describing how you achieved your quest.
What treasure awaits you?

English Challenge!
Think of an exciting setting for your obstacle activity – maybe in a swampy jungle, out in space or on the high seas.

Think about the quest you are going on to reach the other side!

Ask someone from your family to help you with this!

Repeat the activities from the ‘explore’ section but this time:
Ask your family member to try it with their eyes closed.
You need to have your eyes open and give directions and instructions so that they can hit the target.

Parent’s Tip!
Start with the objects a short distance from the target or the obstacles far apart. Then make the objects further away and the obstacles closer together for challenge!

Make sure the space is safe and away from hazards when completing tasks with your eyes closed.

Bright ideas:
Set your target a short distance away and then practice throwing your objects to land in or on it.

Now try the same activity with your eyes closed. Were you as accurate?

Try moving the target further away and repeat the activity.

What do you need to think about when you have your eyes closed?

Find 10 small soft objects that you can throw – these can be screwed up balls of paper or rolled up socks! Find something to use as a target – a bucket, bowl or a sheet of paper will do!

Where can I find out more about OAA?
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/goorienteering
https://www.ackers-adventure.co.uk/
http://www.coboc.org.uk/
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Top Tip – drawing small squares on your paper might help

Don’t let them step on anything! Make your instructions really clear.

Can you be creative and invent an adventure for this activity?